Manners and Good Behavior

Nonfiction Books on Manner and Good Behavior
152.4 Al  Feelings
177.62 Ma  Do You Help Others?
177.7 Ma  Being Helpful
Look for other non-fiction books on Manners call number 395

In the Parenting section - Behavior
P Bernstein  The Bernstein Bears and Too Much Teasing
P Ludwig  Sorry!
P Thomas  My Manners Matter

Stories on Manners at the Dinner Table
P Bove  No Slurping, No Burping!
P Chapman  Pass the Fritters, Critters
P Friedman  How My Parents Learned to Eat
P Helmer  The Cat Who Came in For Tacos
P Holt  Dinner With the Highbrows
P LaReau  No Slurping, No Burping: A Tale of Table Manners
P Miller  Monster Knows Table Manners
P Raschka  Table Manners: The Edifying Story of Two Friends…
P Tillman  Tumford’s Rude Noises
P Yolen  How Do Dinosaurs Eat Their Food?

Stories on General Manners and Good Behavior
P Ainslie  I Can Say Please
          I Can Say Thank You
P Allen  This Little Piggy’s Book of Manners
P Berenstain  Berenstain Bears Forget Their Manners
              Berenstain Bears Say Please and Thank You
P Berger  Martha Doesn’t Say Sorry
P Bloom  Piggy Monday: a Tale About Manners
P Bracken  Terrible Awful Horrible Manners!
P Bridges  Mary Wrightly So Politey
P Bridwell  Clifford’s Manners
P Brown  Sometimes You Get What You Want
P Brown  D.W.’s Guide to Perfect Manners
P Buehner  I Did It, I’m Sorry
P Carlson  How To Lose All Your Friends
P Cole    Bad Good Manners Book
P Cole    Lady Lupin’s Book of Etiquette
P Cueno   Mary Louise Loses Her Manners
P Cuyler  Kindness Is Cooler, Mrs. Ruler
          Please Play Safe! Penguin’s Guide to Playground Safety
P Dewdney Nobunny’s Perfect
P Downey  The Tattletale
P Fredrickson Watch Your Tongue, Cecily Beasley
P Joose   Please is a Good Word to Say
P Joslin  What Do You Say, Dear? (pictures by Maurice Sendak)

P Kaplan  Betty Bunny Wants Everything
P Katz    Don’t Say That Word
          Excuse Me! A Little Book of Manners
P Keller  Do Unto Otters: (a book about manners)
P Kelly   Achoo!
P Kipling How the Rhinoceros Got His Skin
P Kopelke Excuse Me!

P LaReau  No Slurping, No Burping: A Tale of Table Manners
P Levinson Zachary’s Dinnertime (chores)
P Manners Manners Mash-up: A Goofy Guide to Good Behavior
P Marciano Madeline Says Merci: The Always-Be-Polite Book
P Melling The Scallywags
P Metzger  Will Princess Isabel Ever Say Please?
P Miller  Monster Knows Table Manners
P Morgan  Oops, Sorry! A First Book of Manners
P Paxton  Engelbert the Elephant
P Post    Emily’s Everyday Manners
          Emily’s Magic Words: Please, Thank You, and More
          Emily’s New Friend

P Roberts  Monster Manners
P Ross    Say Please!
P Scarry  Richard Scarry’s Please and Thank You Book
P Shannon No, David!
P Sierra  Mind Your Manners, B.B. Wolf
          Suppose You Meet a Dinosaur
P Stein   The Nice Book
P Thomas  A Cold Winter’s Good Knight
P Tyron  Patsy Says
P Ziefert Mother Goose Manners
          Someday We’ll Have Very Good Manners